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Let g be a strongly equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections on the 
quasi-complete locally convex space X and assume that the space ,5(X) of con- 
tinuous linear operators on X is sequentially complete for the strong operator 
topology. Methods of integration with respect to spectral measures are used to 
show that the closed algebra generated by B in L(X) consists precisely of those 
continuous linear operators on X which leave invariant each closed .$&invariant 
subspace of X. $” 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space with dual space X’ and let 
L(X) be the space of all continuous linear operators on X equipped with 
the topology of pointwise convergence on X. It will be assumed throughout 
this paper that X is quasi-complete and that L(X) is sequentially complete. 
A Boolean algebra’of projections in L(.X) is a family 93 of commuting 
idempotents, partially ordered with respect to range inclusion, which is a 
Boolean algebra with respect to the lattice operations defined by setting 
A v B=A+B-ABandA A B=AB,forallA,B~.93.Itisassumedthat 
the unit element of &? is the identity operator I. 
A Boolean algebra W of projections is said to be strongly equicontinuous 
if 9 is an equicontinuous subset of L(X) and if B, + 0 in L(X) whenever 
the sequence { B,}z= , E 9J is pairwise mutually disjoint. 
The principal aim of the present paper is to show that the closed algebra 
in L(X) generated by a strongly equicontinuous Boolean algebra W of pro- 
jections consists precisely of those continuous linear operators in X which 
leave invariant each (closed) subspace of X which is left invariant by each 
element of 93. For the case that X is a Banach space, this reflexivity 
theorem is essentially due to W. Bade [ 11. The extension to the locally 
convex setting is, however, far from routine. In fact, the Banach space 
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methods of [l], modelled on the Hilbert space case, depend quite crucially 
on the existence of a so called “Bade functional,” a tool which is specific to 
normable spaces and is not available in general, even if the space X is 
metrizable, as has been pointed out by B. Walsh [13]. 
The key element of the present approach is to show that the cyclic sub- 
spaces of X generated by the Boolean algebra g are isomorphic to the 
L’-spaces of suitable closed vector measures (in the sense of [7]). This is 
Proposition 2.1 below and is new even for Banach spaces. It follows that if 
x E X and if y E X is any element of the cyclic subspace generated by x, then 
there exists a closed densely-defined scalar-type spectral operator A, with 
spectral resolution lying in the L(X)-closure of the Boolean algebra 99, such 
that y = Ax, a result which is of independent interest, and which in the case 
that X is a Banach space is again due to Bade [2]. His proof is, of course, 
different o the one given in this note. It is this structure result, when com- 
bined with the ideas of [ 11, which readily yields the main result of the 
paper (Theorem 3.1). 
1. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO SPECTRAL MEASURES 
In the first part of this section we establish the notation to be used in the 
text and summarize those aspects of the theory of integration with respect 
to vector measures that are needed in the sequel; see [7] for a more com- 
prehensive treatment. In the latter part of the section we develop those 
aspects of the theory of integration with respect o spectral measures which 
are needed later. Due to the special nature of spectral measures, in par- 
ticular their multiplicativity, the theory of integration with respect o such 
measures exhibits additional features not present in the theory for arbitrary 
vector measures. 
An X-valued vector measure is a a-additive map m: A? +X whose 
domain J%’ is a a-algebra of subsets of a set Q. For each x’ E X’, the com- 
plex-valued measure EI+ (m(E), x’), EEA?, is denoted by (m, x’). Its 
variation is denoted by 1 (m, x’ ) 1, x’ E X’. 
If q is a continuous seminorm on X, let Vi denote the polar of the closed 
unit ball of q. Then the q-semivariation of m is the set function q(m) given 
by 
q(m)(E)=sup{I(m,x’)I(E);x’~U~), EE.A. 
For each E E A, the inequalities 
sup{ q(m(F)); FE 4, FEE} 
<q(m)(E) < 4 sup{q(m(F)); FE 4, Fs E} 
hold [7, II Lemma 1.11. 
(1) 
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A complex-valued, d-measurable function f on a is said to be m-in- 
tegrable if it is integrable with respect to each measure (m, x'), x' E X', 
and if, for every E E J%, there exists an element SE fdm of X such that 
for each x’ E x’. The map fm: dd --f X specified by 
(fm)(E)=jEfdm, EEJif, 
is called the indefinite integral off with respect to m. The Orlicz-Pettis 
lemma implies that it is a vector measure. The element (fm)(Q) = fn fdm is 
denoted simply by m( f ). 
The set of all m-integrable functions is denoted by L(m). Members of JY 
are freely identified with their characteristic functions. An m-integrable 
function is said to be m-null if its indefinite integral is the zero vector 
measure. Two m-integrable functions f and g are m-equivalent or equal 
m-almost everywhere (m-a.e.) if 1 f - gl is m-null. 
Iff is an m-integrable function, then for each continuous seminorm q on 
X we define the q-upper integral, q(m)( f ), by 
The function 
f-q(m)(f), f~L(mL (2) 
is then a seminorm on L(m). 
Denote by z(m) the topology on L(m) which is defined by the family of 
seminorms (2), for every continuous seminorm q on X. The resulting 
locally convex space is not necessarily Hausdorff. The quotient space of 
L(m) with respect to the subspace of all m-null functions is denoted by 
L’(m). The resulting Hausdorff topology on L’(m) is again denoted by 
z(m). It is clear from (1) that z(m) is the topology of uniform convergence 
on JZ of indefinite integrals. 
Since X is quasi-complete, every bounded measurable function is m-in- 
tegrable [7, II Lemma 3.11. 
A set E E &i! is said to be m-null if xE is m-null. Two sets E, FE .dZ are 
m-equivalent if their characteristic functions are m-equivalent. Since 
Ih-XFI =x&w where EAF= (Eu F)\En F, this is so if and only if x,, is 
m-null. The class of all sets in .4 which are m-equivalent o a set E E dt is 
denoted by [El,. The set of all equivalence classes of J? with respect to 
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m-equivalence is denoted by M(m). It is clear that M(m) is a Boolean 
algebra with respect to the operations [El, A [a, = [EnFJ, and 
can v caI= CEuan, for each [E],E A(m) and [F], PA. 
Since 
q(m)(E) = 4tmkd EEA, 
for each continuous seminorm q on X, the topology and uniform structure 
z(m) has a natural restriction to A(m) which is again denoted by r(m). 
A vector measure m: .H + X is said to be closed [5] if M(m) is a com- 
plete space with respect to the uniform structure r(m). Since X is 
quasi-complete, m is closed if and only if L’(m) is complete (cf. [7, IV 
Theorem 4.11 and [ 11, Proposition 1 I). In fact, an examination of the 
proof of Proposition 1 in [ 111 shows that sequential completeness of X suf- 
fices to ensure that m is closed if and only if L’(m) is complete. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A vector measure m: JY --+ X is closed if and only if 
d(m) is complete as an abstract Boolean algebra and whenever the system 
@almI~4 m IS 1 ’ d ownwards filtering to 0, it follows that m(E,) +a 0 in 
x. 
Prooj Let Q be a fundamental family of continuous seminorms on X. 
For each qE Q, let 2, be a finite non-negative measure on JZ which is 
equivalent to the q-semivariation of m, that is, q(m)(E) + 0 if and only if 
L,(E)-+O, EE&’ [7, II Theorem 1.11. 
Let /i = (1,; q E Q}. Two sets E, F in ~8 are said to be n-equivalent if 
&(EdF) = 0, for every q E Q. The class of sets in M which are n-equivalent 
to E E J%? is denoted by [El,,, . The set of all equivalence classes of J%’ with 
respect to /l-equivalence is denoted by 4(/i). It is clear that 
&(m)=&(A) as sets. 
For each q E Q, define a semi-metric on &(/i ) by 
(t-El/i, Ch)-UEW, CElnv CFIA E d(n). 
Denote by r(n) the uniform structure and topology on &(,4) induced by 
this family of semi-metrics. Then m is a closed measure if and only if JZ(/~) 
is 7(/i)-complete [7, pp. 71-721. The result now follows from an 
examination of the proofs of Theorems III 4.2 and III 4.3 in [7]. 
If N is an equicontinuous subset of x’, then qN denotes the continuous 
seminorm on X defined by 
qN(X)=SUP{I(X,X')I;X'EN}, x E x. (3) 
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For x E X and an equicontinuous subset N of x’, let q; denote the con- 
tinuous seminorm on L(X) given by 
where qN is the seminorm (3). The collection of all such seminorms q; 
determines the topology of L(X). 
An L(X)-valued measure is a a-additive map P: .M -+ L(X) whose 
domain M is a o-algebra of subsets of a set 52. Since L(X) is a locally con- 
vex space it is clear that operator-valued measures are vector measures. 
For each XEX, let Px denote the X-valued vector measure 
Px: EH P(E) x, EEA. 
Since the correspondence C,x, @ xi HUE (L(X))‘, defined by 
f(T)=1 (Txi,xi), TE L(X), 
is an (algebraic) isomorphism of the tensor product X0X’ onto the dual 
of L(X), it follows from the Orlicz-Pettis lemma that P is o-additive if and 
only if the complex-valued set function 
(Px, x’): EH (P(E) x, x’), EEA, 
is a-additive for each x E X and x’ E X’. 
A measure P: &! + L(X) always has bounded range in L(X). If the range 
of P, that is, P(A)= (P(E); EEA}, is an equicontinuous subset of L(X), 
then P is said to be equicontinuous. In particular, if X is barrelled, then 
any L&)-valued measure is necessarily equicontinuous. 
A measure P: &? + L(X) is said to be a spectral measure if it is mul- 
tiplicative and P(Q) = I. Of course, the multiplicativity of P means that 
P( E n F) = P(E) P(F) for every E E A and FE A. 
The following result [ 10, Proposition 1.33 shows that the determination 
of integrability with respect o spectral measures is somewhat simpler than 
for arbitrary vector measures. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let P: M + L(X) be a spectral measure. An 
&?-measurable function f is P-integrable if and only if it is (Px, xl>-in- 
tegrable for each x E X and x’ E x’ and there exists an operator P(f) in L(X) 
such that 
<P(f)x,x')= fd(Px,x'), s R (4) 
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for every x E X and x’ E X’. In that case the indefinite integral, fP, off with 
respect to P, is given by 
(fP)(E)=P(E)P(f)=P(f)P(E), EEA!. (5) 
It follows from Proposition 1.2 that a P-integrable function f is P-null if 
and only if P(f) = jQfdP = 0. 
Furthermore, we have the following 
LEMMA 1.3. Let P: A + L(X) be a spectral measure. If f and g are P-in- 
tegrable functions, then fg is also P-integrable and the indefinite integral of 
fg with respect to P is given by 
(fgP)(E)=P(f)P(g)P(E)=P(g)P(f)P(E), EEA. (6) 
Proof: It is a simple consequence of (4) and (5) that fg is P-integrable 
and (6) is valid whenever g is an A-simple function. If g is a bounded 
measurable function, then certainly fg is P-integrable [7, II Theorem 3.11. 
Write g = lim,s, (uniformly) where each function s,, n = 1,2,..., is JZ-sim- 
ple. Then the Dominated Convergence Theorem for P [7, II Theorem 4.21 
and the identities 
P(f) P(s,) = P(fsH)? n = 1, 2,..., 
imply that P( fg) = P( f ) P(g) and hence that (6) is valid. 
Now let g be an arbitrary P-integrable function. Define E, = {w EQ; 
I g(w)1 < n}, n = 1, 2 ,..., and g, = gxE,, n = 1, 2 ,.... Thenfg, + fg pointwise on 
Q and for each n = 1,2,..., we have 
I fg, d<Px, x’> = i fgxEnE. d(Px, x’)> EEA, (7) E R 
for each x E X and x’ E x’. 
Fix EEA. Since gXEnE, is bounded for each n = 1, 2,..., it follows that 
fgx EnE, is P-integrable and 
0 fgx EnEn)=P(f )p(gxEnEnh n = 1, 2,.... (8) 
An easy calculation using (4) and (8) shows that for each x E X and x’ E X’, 
the identity 
d<Px, x’> = jEgXEnd(Px. Y’> 
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is valid for each n= 1, 2,..., where y’ = P(f)’ x’. The Dominated Con- 
vergence Theorem for the measure (Px, y’) implies that 
(9) 
The existence of the limit (9) and the identities (7) show that 
{ jEfgn d( Px, x’ ) >;= 1 is a Cauchy sequence for each E E A. Hence, fg is 
(Px, x’)-integrable for each x E X and x’ E X’ [8, Lemma 2.31. 
Let T= P(j) P(g). Then for each x E X and x’ E X’ it follows that 
(Tx,~‘)=(P(g)x,P(f)‘x’)=~~gd(Px,P(fl’x’). (10) 
Since EH (P(E) x, P( fl’ x’ ), E E M, is equal to the indefinite integral off 
with respect o (Px, x’) it follows from (10) that 
<TX, x’> = IJig &Px, xl>, XEX, X’EX. 
Proposition 1.2 then implies that fg is P-integrable and (6) is valid. 
Lemma 1.3 implies that multiplication in L’(P) is a well-defined 
operation. In fact, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let P: M + L(X) be an equicontinuous spectral 
measure. Then L’(P) is a commutative, locally convex algebra with identity. 
Furthermore, L’(P) is complete if and only if the range of P is closed in 
um. 
Proof To prove the first statement it suffices to show that mul- 
tiplication is separately continuous. That is, if f, + 0 in L’(P), then also 
gfm + 0 in L’(P), for each ge L,(P). 
If XE X and N is an equicontinuous subset of X’, then there exists an 
equicontinuous subset H of x’, depending only on P and N, such that 
q",(P(f))~q",(P)(f)~q",(P(f)), f~L'(P) 
[ 11, Lemma 11. Hence, by definition of the seminorm q; it follows that 
q",(p)(gf,),<q",(p(~~))=q",(p(g) p(fa)wGyg)(mfah (11) 
where H(g) = {P(g)’ x’; x’ E H}. It is clear from (11) that gf, + 0 in L’(P). 
Since L’(P) is complete if and only if P is a closed measure, it follows 
from [ll, Proposition 31 that L’(P) is complete if and only if P has closed 
range in L(X). 
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PROFQSITION 1.5. Let P: A! -+ L(X) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure. Then the integration map 
fWf)=Jbfdf’, f~L’(p), 
is an isomorphism of the (complete) locally convex algebra L’(P) onto the 
closed operator algebra in L(X) generated by the range of P. 
Proof: We note that the range of P is actually a Bade complete Boolean 
algebra in L(X) [ 13, Proposition 3.171. The Theorem in [ 111 is stated for 
spaces X such that L(X) is quasi-complete. However, an examination of its 
proof indicates that sequential completeness of L(X) suffices. Accordingly, 
the theorems of [ 1 l] mentioned above, together with Proposition 1.4, 
imply the result. 
Let P: ~2’ -+ L(X) be a spectral measure. A subspace Y of X is said to be 
P-invariant of P(E)(Y) c Y for each EEA. If Y is closed, then it is 
quasi-complete and we can define a spectral measure P,: A? + L(Y) by 
P,: EI-+ P(E)1 y, EEA, 
where P(E)] y denotes the restriction of P(E) to Y, for each E E 4. It is 
clear that P, is equicontinuous whenever P is equicontinuous. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let P: 4’ --) L(X) be a closed spectral measure. Then 
for each closed, P-invariant subspace Y of X, the measure Py is a closed 
spectral measure in L(Y). 
Proof. Since P is closed there exists a localizable measure A on M such 
that each measure (Px, x’), XE X, x’ E X’, is absolutely continuous with 
respect o I [6, Corollary 131. 
Let y E Y and y’ E Y’. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is an element 
x’ E X’ whose restriction to Y is y’. Since, for each E E A, 
(P,(~Y,Y') = (P(E)y> x’> 
and y belongs to X, the measure (P .y, y’ ) is absolutely continuous with 
respect o 1. It follows that (Py, 5) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to 1 for each 5 in the dual space of L(Y) and hence that Py is a closed 
measure [7, IV Theorem 7.33. 
Let f be a complex-valued function defined on a set s2. For each a 2 0 
denote by a[ f ] the subset {w E Q; 1 f(w)1 < a} of R and by f a the bounded 
function fxmcrl. 
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PROFQSITION 1.7. Let P: A? + L(X) be a spectral measure. 
(i) Each P-null set is Px-null, for every x E X. 
(ii) If x E X, then a set EEA is Px-null if and only if P(E) x = 0. 
(iii) If P is a closed measure, then also each X-valued measure Px, 
x E X, is closed. 
(iv) Let f be an A-measurable function and XE X. Then f is Px-in- 
tegrable tf and only tf there is a sequence of non-negative numbers 
u,, n = 1, 2 ,..,, tending to infinity, such that 
lim J”‘dPx 
s (12) n-m a 
exists in X. 
Equivalently, f is Px-integrable if and only if it is (Px, x’ )-integrable for 
each x’ E X’ and there exists an element xa in X such that 
<~a, x’> =s f&h xl>, X’EX. (13) a 
In this case, the indefinite integral off with respect to Px is given by 
(fPx)(E) = j f dPx = P(E) xo, EEA. (14) 
E 
In particular, a Px-integrable function f is Px-null tf and only tf 
jafdPx=O. 
Proof (i) and (ii) follow easily from the multiplicativity of P. 
(iii) There exists a localizable measure 1 on A! such that each 
measure (Px, x’ > << 1, x E X, x’ E X’ [6, Corollary 133. Fix x E X. Then 
(Px, x’ ) <A for each x’ E X’. Hence, Px is a closed measure [7, IV 
Theorem 7.33. 
(iv) If f is Px-integrable, then the limit (12) exists for any sequence 
~1, --) cc by the Dominated Convergence Theorem [7, II Theorem 4.21 and 
is, of course, independent of the sequence {a,}:= i. 
Conversely, suppose that tl, --t cc and the limit (12) exists. Denote this 
limit by xn (which may depend on the sequence {Us};= i ). Fix x’ E X’. 
Since f OLn is P-integrable, being bounded, it follows that for each E E .A’, 
s 
f OLn d( Px, x’ ) = p dPx, P(E)’ x’ 
> 
, n = 1, 2,..., 
E 
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Since lnfOL. dPx -+ x0 and P(E)’ x’ is continuous at xe for each E E A, the 
limit 
lim p dPx, P(E)’ x’ 
> 
= (xQ, P(E)‘x’) = (P(E)xQ,x’) (15) 
n-m 
exists, for each E E A!. It follows from (15), the fact that f”’ +f pointwise 
and [8, Lemma 2.31 that f is (Px, x’ )-integrable and 
s fd(Px,x')=(P(E)x,,x'), EEA!. (16) E 
Since P(E) xQ E X for each E E A, (16) implies that f is Px-integrable and 
its indefinite integral fPx is given by (14). Of course, since f is Px-in- 
tegrable it then follows that the limit (12) actually exists for any sequence 
a, + cc and is independent of the particular sequence. 
To prove the equivalence in (iv) we note first that if f is Px-integrable, 
then x, = jn f dPx satisfies (13). Conversely, suppose that f is (Px, x’)-in- 
tegrable for each x’ E X’ and there exists xn E X satisfying (13). It suffices to 
show that P(E) x0 satisfies (16) for each E E A, as then f is Px-integrable 
with indefinite integral as claimed. 
Fix E E A. For each x’ E X’, (13) implies that 
(P(E) x, 3 x’) = I f d(Px, P(E)’ x’). (17) n 
Furthermore, for each n = 1,2,..., it follows that 
s f”d(Px, P(E)‘x’)= sa ((~EffldP)x,*')=~~f"d(Px,n') (18) 
since each f n is bounded, n = 1, 2 ,.... The identities (17) and (18), the 
(Px, x’)-integrability of f and the Dominated Convergence Theorem 
imply that (16) is satisfied and hence that f is Px-integrable. 
Finally, if f is Px-integrable and xg = jn f dPx = 0, then 
s f dPx = P(E) x, = 0, E 
for each E E A, and hence f is Px-null. 
The criterion in (iv) of Proposition 1.7, which is similar to that of 
Proposition 1.2, shows that the determination of integrability with respect 
to vector measures of the form Px, where P is a spectral measure, is con- 
siderably simpler than for arbitrary vector measures. 
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Given a spectral measure P: A -L(X), we will need to define the 
integral with respect to P for all A-measurable functions, not only for 
P-integrable ones. Of course, if the function is not P-integrable its integral 
will not be an element of L(X). It will turn out, however, that the integral 
of any measurable function is a closed, densely defined operator. 
Let P: A? + L(X) be a spectral measure. If f is an A-measurable 
function, let D(P( f)) be the subspace of X consisting of all elements x E X 
such that the function f is Px-integrable and let 
w)x= J fdPx> n 
for every x E D( P( f )). 
It follows from Proposition 1.7(iv) that for any sequence of non-negative 
numbers CI, + 00, an equivalent definition is given by 
and J FdPxexists n-m * 
P(f)x= lim f*‘dPx,x~D(P(f)). J n+z.z Q 
Since f is P-integrable if and only if the operator P(f) is an element of the 
space L(X) (cf. Proposition 1.2), no confusion should arise from the inter- 
pretation of the symbol P(f). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let P: A’ + L(X) be an equicontinuous spectral 
measure and f be an A-measurable function. Then P( f ) is a closed, densely 
defined operator in X which commutes with P, in the sense that the subspace 
D(P( f )) is P-invariant and 
P(f) P(E) x = P(E) P(f) x9 x E N’(f)), 
for each EE ~4’. 
Furthermore, if EEA? is a set on which f is bounded P-a.e., then the 
operator P(f) P(E) is continuous and equal to the operator Jn fXE dP. 
Proof: We note that, except for closedness, the proof of the first 
statement follows from Lemma 6 and Corollary 7 of [3, pp. 2230-22321, 
suitably extended to locally convex spaces. 
To prove the closedness of Q = P( f ), let {xg} c D(Q) and assume that 
limsxB = x and hmsQxB = y. Then 
,=li~limJ f”dPxp=lipmlimP(n[fl)Qx~. 
n R 
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If p is a continuous seminorm on X, it follows from the equicontinuity of P 
that there exists a continuous seminorm q on X such that 
p(P(nCfl)Qx,-P(nCfl(y))~q(y-Qx~), n = 1, 2,..., 
for each /I. Hence, P(n[ f 1) Qx, +B P(n[ f 1) y, uniformly with respect to 
n. The inequality 
P ( Y-lipJWf I)Qxp Gpb-P(nCf lb) ) 
+P P(nCf lb-lipP(nCf I) Qxs ( ) 9 
valid for each n = 1, 2,..., together with the fact that P(n[ f 1) y +“y imply 
by continuity of each operator QP(n[f]) = P(f”), n = 1,2,.... Hence, 
XE~(Q) and y=Qx. 
To prove the second statement, let EE &’ be such that f is bounded 
P-a.e. on E. If x E X define 5 = P(E) x, then it follows easily from the mul- 
tiplicativity of the integral for bounded functions that 
for each n = 1,2,.... Since f "XE -+fx- pointwise on Sz, the Dominated Con- 
vergence Theorem implies that 
lim [ fn dPt = lim 1 f nXE dPx = [ fXE dPx 
n R n R R 
exists in X. Accordingly, P(E) x E D(P( f )) for each x E X. Furthermore, we 
have shown that 
P(f) P(E) x = j fzE dPx, XEX. 
R 
Since fXE is P-integrable the operator JnfXEdP is continuous. Hence, 
P( f ) P(E) is also continuous. 
Given an equicontinuous spectral measure P: JZ + L(X), Proposition 1.8 
shows that every .&-measurable function may be considered to be 
integrable in a certain well-defined sense. 
It is worth noting that if f is an J-measurable function, then the 
580/61!2-3 
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operator P( f ) may be defined on all of X without being an element of 
L(X). However, if the Closed Graph Theorem holds in X or if the space X 
is barrelled, then this possibility cannot occur; see, respectively, 
Proposition 1.8 and [9, Theorem 6.11. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF CYCLIC SUBSPACES 
Our aim in this section is to characterize the cyclic subspace generated 
by a given vector with respect to a complete Boolean algebra as the 
L’-space of a suitable vector measure. It is this representation of cyclic 
spaces which makes it possible to bypass those techniques which are based 
on the existence of a Bade functional. 
Let g be a Boolean algebra in L(X). Then .@ is said to be Bade complete 
(Bade a-complete) if it is complete (a-complete) as an abstract Boolean 
algebra, and if for every family (countable family) {W,} contained in A?, 
( A &g’,)(X) = n$?,JX) and ( v .gE)(X) =@u,W,(X), the closed sub- 
space of X generated by u,~~(X). 
If the Boolean algebra a is an equicontinuous subset of L(X), then g is 
Bade complete (Bade o-complete) if and only if it is complete as an 
abstract Boolean algebra and whenever {a,} s 3 is a system (sequence) 
filtering downwards to 0 in W, it follows that W, -+O 0 in L(X) (cf. [13, 
Proposition 1.33). 
It is well known that there is a close relationship between Boolean 
algebras of projection operators and ranges of spectral measures. If 
P: A! + L(X) is an equicontinuous spectral measure, then the integration 
map induces a topological [ 11, Lemma 11 and Boolean algebra 
isomorphism of A'(P) onto the range of P. It follows from Proposition 1.1 
and the previous paragraph that an equicontinuous spectral measure is a 
closed measure if and only if its range is a Bade complete Boolean algebra 
in L(X), if and only if its range is a complete subset of L(X). The last 
equivalence follows from [ 11, Proposition 31 and the fact that closed 
equicontinuous subsets of L(X) are complete. Conversely, any equicon- 
tinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra in L(X) is the range of an 
equicontinuous spectral measure defined on the Bore1 sets of its Stone 
space; see, for example, [ 1, p. 3491 in the case of Banach spaces and [ 13, 
p. 2991 for more general spaces X 
Let W be a Boolean algebra in L(X). For each x E X, the cyclic subspace 
generated by x is the closed subspace W[x] of X defined by 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 93 be the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P: A! + L(X). Then for each x E X, the integration map 
@:f-l j-dPx, f-3w, R 
is an isomorphism of L’(Px) onto &?[x]. 
Proof: Fix x E X. We note that @ takes its values in g[x]. To see this, 
it suffices to show that @(f )E%?[x] whenever f > 0 is a Px-integrable 
function. Write f as an increasing (pointwise) limit of d-simple functions 
s,, n = 1, 2 ,.... Since clearly Jsa s, dPx E @J[x], for each n = 1,2,..., it follows 
from the Dominated Convergence Theorem and the closedness of a[x] 
that @(f) E .?#[x]. Second, we note that @ is continuous by definition of 
the topology on L’(Px). 
Let qN be a continuous seminorm on X (cf. (3) for notation), where N is 
an equicontinuous subset of X’. If f is a Px-integrable function, then it 
follows from (1) that 
qAd@(f))~ sup qN { (~~fdPx);Et.nr}cy,(Px)(f), (19) 
(cf. (2) for notation). Again by (1) and also (14), it follows that 
q,(Px)(f)g4supjy,(~~fdPx);EE.UI 
(20) 
Hence, if H = {P(E)’ x’; EE JG!, x’ EN}, then (19) and (20) imply that 
qN(~(f))64N(Px)(f)~4q,(~(f)), 
for each Px-integrable function f: Accordingly, @ is an isomorphism of 
L,(Px) onto its range in X. 
Since the image of the A-simple functions, which are dense in L’(Px), is 
the linear hull of the set { Bx; BE $81, it follows from the completeness of 
L’(Px) (cf. Proposition 1.7(iii)) that the range of @ is precisely 
a[~] =Sp{Bx; BEG). 
We remark that a similar result to Proposition 2.1 was proved by B. 
Walsh [13, Theorem 3.91 in the special case when W[x] is complete and 
metrizable for the topology induced by X. 
A simple consequence of Proposition 2.1 is that each cyclic space a[~], 
x E X, is necessarily complete for the topology induced by X. This was 
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proved by Walsh [13, Proposition 3.151 using different, but not unrelated, 
methods. 
We now present an alternative description of the cyclic space a[~], 
XE X, which is well known for Banach spaces (see, for example, [2, 
Theorem 4.51 or [3, p. 2272, Theorem 151) and has previously been 
extended to a restricted class of locally convex spaces [ 13, Corollary 3.101. 
Let g be a Boolean algebra in L(X). Then the closed algebra in L(X) 
generated by %9 is denoted by (8). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ~49 be the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P: A? + L(X). Let x E X. Then an element y of X belongs to the 
cyclic space @[xl tf and only tf there exists an A-measurable function f 
such that x E D(P( f )) and y = P( f ) x. 
Such a function f is Px-essentially unique. That is, tf g is another 
A-measurable function such that x E D(P( g)) and y = P(g) x, then 
g(w) = f(w) for Px-almost every w E 52. 
Proof Suppose that y = P( f) x for some measurable function f with 




f" dPx= lim P(f”)x. 
n-m $2 n-cc (21) 
Since each operator P(f”), n = 1, 2 ,..., belongs to (g) by Proposition 1.5 
and {Ax;AE(~)} is contained in .G~[x], the identity (21) implies that 
Y~wIXl. 
Conversely, suppose that y E 98[x]. Proposition 2.1 implies that there 
exists a Px-integrable function f such that y = Jn f dPx. Then x E D(P( f )) 
and y = P(f) x (cf. definition of P( f )). 
To prove Px-essential uniqueness, let f and g be &-measurable functions 
such that x E D(P( f )) n D( P( g)) and P( f ) x = P(g) x. Then both f and g 
are Px-integrable and Ja f dPx = jn g dPx. Proposition 1.7(iv) implies that 
flw) = g(w) for Px-almost every w E 9. 
The following result will play a major role in the proof of the reflexivity 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let W be the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P: A! + L(X). Let T be an element of L(X) which leaves invariant 
every closed, .G%invariant subspace of X. Let x E X. 
Then there exists an A-measurable function f such that 9I[x] c D(P( f )) 
and P( f ) y = Ty, for every y E B[x]. Moreover, there exists sets E, E A, 
n = 1, 2,..., such that E,, t D and P(f) P(E,) E (99) for every n = 1,2,.... 
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Such a function f is Px-essentially unique. That is, if g is another 
&-measurable function such that 9l[x] E D(P( g)) and P(g) y = Ty, for 
every y E a[~], then g(w) = f (w) for Px-almost every w E 52. 
Proof: It follows easily that T commutes with B and that g[x] is 
invariant with respect to T [3, p. 22101. Accordingly, TxE~?[x] and so 
Proposition 2.2 implies that there exists a Px-integrable function f such 
that x E D(P( f )) and 
Tx=P(f)x=j*fdPx. (22) 
It follows easily from (22) and Proposition 1.8 that for each E E A?, the 
element y = P(E) x belongs to D(P( f )) and satisfies P( f ) y = Ty. Hence, 
the linear hull of {Bx; BE g} is also contained in D(P( f )) and 
P(f )y= Ty for every y~sp{Bx; BECK?}. 
Let YE~?[x]. Then y=lim,y, for some net of elements 
{ y,> E sp{ Bx; BE g’> c D(P( f )). Since T is continuous. 
Ty=limTy,=limP(f)y, 
II OL 
Then the closedness of the operator P( f ) implies that y E D(P( f )) and 
P( f ) y = Ty. This shows that &I[x] E D(P( f )) and P(f) y = Ty for each 
Y E-@lIXl. 
If E, = n[ f ] for each n = 1,2,..., then E, IQ and it follows from 
Proposition 1.8 that 
P(f) P(EJ = P(f”), 
for each n = 1, 2,.... Then Proposition 1.5 implies that each of the operators 
P(f) P(E,), n= 1,2 ,..., belongs to (a). 
If g is another &-measurable function such that 9J[x] G D(P( g)) and 
P(g) y = Ty for each y E ?#[x], then in particular 
P(f) x = P(g) x. 
Proposition 2.2 then implies that g(w) = f (w) for Px-almost every w E Sz. 
It is worth noting that in the notation of the above Proposition, if x E X 
and f and g are two Px-integrable functions such that 
ifdPx=Tx=!bgdPx, 
then in general P( f ) # P(g), even though the operators P( f ) and P(g) do 
agree on the common invariant subspace 9[x] G D(P( f )) n D(P(g)). 
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Let a be a Boolean algebra in L(X). An element XE X is said to by 
cyclic with respect o W if 99[x] = X. If %9 is the range of a closed, equicon- 
tinuous spectral measure in L(X), then it follows from the completeness of 
the subspace a[~], for each x E X (cf. remarks after Proposition 2.1), that 
a cyclic vector can only exist if the space X is complete. 
The reflexivity theorem already follows from Proposition 2.3 in the 
special situation when the Boolean algebra is Bade complete and there 
exists a cyclic vector. Although it is not needed in the sequel, we include 
this result for completeness and also to illustrate that the proof presented is 
new, even for Banach spaces; see Theorem 4.2 of [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be a complete locally convex space such that 
L(X) is sequentially complete. Let 99 be the range of a closed, equicontinuous 
spectral measure P: A! + L(X). 
Zf there exists a cyclic vector with respect to %?‘, then an operator TE L(X) 
belongs to ($8) tf and only tf it leaves invariant every closed, W-invariant 
subspace of X. 
Proof: If TE (g), then it is clear from Proposition 1.5 that T leaves 
invariant every closed, ?&invariant subspace of X. 
Conversely, suppose that T leaves invariant every closed, a-invariant 
subspace of X. Let XE X be a cyclic vector with respect to %?. 
Proposition 2.3 implies that there exists an .&‘-measurable function f such 
that D(P( f )) = X and 
P(f )y=Ty, (23) 
for every YE X. Since TEL(X) it follows from (23) that the everywhere 
defined, closed operator P(f) is actually continuous and equal to T. Since 
then Proposition 1.2 implies that f is P-integrable, it follows from 
Proposition 1.5 that TE ($9). 
3. THE REFLEXIVITY THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove the following reflexivity theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 9 be a strongly equicontinuous Boolean algebra in 
L(X). Then an element of L(X) belongs to ( W ) if and only if it leaves 
invariant every closed subspace left invariant by 98. 
Let 6% be a Bade complete Boolean algebra in L(X). Then for each x E X 
the projection 
C,= A {BEG; Bx=x} 
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exists, is an element of 99 and satisfies C,x = x. It is called the carrier pro- 
jection of x with respect o 6%. 
The reflexivity theorem will be proved first under the assumption that 
the Boolean algebra is Bade complete and the carrier projection of some 
element of X is the identity operator. The first step towards this aim is the 
following 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 9I be the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P: A + L(X) and TE L(X) an operator which leaves invariant every 
closed, g-invariant subspace of X. Let x E X be a vector such that C, = I. Let 
f be a Px-integrable function such that A!t[x] c D(P( f )) and P( f ) z = Tz, 
for every z E B[x]. Let y E D(P( f )). If g is any A-measurable function such 
thatyED(P(g))andP(g)y=Ty, thenP(f)y=P(g)y. 
Proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists an A-measurable 
function g such that y E D( P( g)) and P(g) y = Ty, but 
P(f )Y #P(g)y. (24) 
For each n = 1, 2,..., letE,=n[f]nn[g].ThenE,tQandP(E,)y+y. 
It follows from the closedness of the operators P( f ) and P(g), the fact that 
P(E,) y E D(P( f )) n D( P( g)) for each n = 1, 2,... and (24) that there exists 
an integer m such that 
P(f) P(E,) Y f P(g) P(E,) Y. (25) 
Let h denote the bounded measurable function (g-f) xE,, which we 
may assume satisfies 11 h/l o. < 1. Then the operator 
P(h) = P(g) P(Er,J - P(f) P(EJ (26) 
satisfies P(h) y #O (cf. (25)). Accordingly, the set U= {w; h(w) #O} cannot 
be Py-null. Since U is the disjoint union of the sets {w; (n + 1))’ < 
Ih(w)l <n-l}, n = 1, 2,..., it follows that there exists a set FE d which is not 
Py-null and a constant y > 0 such that Ih( w)l > y, for each w E F. That is, 
P(F) y #O (cf. Proposition 1.7(ii)) and 
Ihl xF> YXF. (27) 
Claim 1. 99[x] na[P(F) y] = (0). 
Proof Since P(F) z = z for each z E %9[ P(F) y], it follows that if 
z~W[x] n&Y[P(F) y], then 
(P(g)-P(f ))P(E,)P(F)z=(P(g)-P(f ))P(E,)z. (28) 
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Since z~g[P(F)y] -cB[y] and P(g) P(E,) is equal to TP(&) in B[y], 
it follows that 
P(g) P(E,) z = TP(E,) z. (29) 
Since also P(f) P(&) and TP(E,J agree in .@[x] and z E &?[x], it follows 
that 
P(f) P(E,) z = TP(E,) z. (30) 
Substituting (29) and (30) into (28) gives that P(h) P(F) z = 0 (cf. (26)). 
That is, P(hxF) z = 0 and hence hxF is Pz-null by Proposition 1.7(iv). It is 
then clear from (27) that xF is Pz-null. Accordingly, z = P(F) z = 0. This 
proves the Claim. 
Cluim 2. P(F) y E S[x + P(F) y]. 
ProoJ Since %?[x+ P(F) y] is B-invariant it follows that 
B[x+P(F)yJ is an invariant subspace of TP(E,,,). Since B[x+P(F)y] is 
clearly invariant for the operator P( f ) P(E,) = P( fxE,,,), it follows that the 
vector 
m&)(x + P(F) Y) - P(f) WAX + P(F) Y) 
belongs to B[x + P(F) y]. 
(31) 
As J’(f) P(E,J agrees with TP(E,) in the subspace g[x] it follows that 
P(f) P(E,,,) x = TP(E,,,) x. Also 
W-L) P(F) Y = P(g) Wm) P(F) Y, 
since the element P(F) y belongs to a[y] and the operators TP(E,,,) and 
P(g) P(E,) are equal in ~?#[y]. Hence, expanding (31) it follows that 
V(g)-Qf ))P(E,)P(F)yE~‘Cx+P(F)yl. (32) 
The identity (26) implies that 
(P(g) - P(f)) WJ f’(F) = P(b) 
and hence, since (l/h) xF is bounded (cf. (27)), it follows that 
P(F) = f’((W) x,W(g) - p(f)) NL) P(F). 
Evaluating (33) at y and using (32) we conclude that 
P(F) Y E g,cx + P(F) Y I. 
(33) 
This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
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It now follows from Claim 2 and Proposition 2.2 that there is a 
P(x + P(F) y)-integrable function u such that 
P(F) y = s, u dP(x + P(F) y). 
If U, = n[u] for each n = 1, 2,..., then it follows easily that 
P(U,)P(F)y=P(u”)(x+P(F)y), 
for each n = 1, 2 ,.... That is, 
(34) 
P(z.4”) x = P( U,) P(F) y - P(u”) P(F) y, (35) 
for each n = 1, 2,.... Since the right side of (35) is clearly in 9#[P(F) y] and 
the left side of (35) is clearly in a[~], it follows from Claim 1 that 
P(S) x = 0, for each n = 1,2 ,.... Since C, = I it follows easily that 
P(u”) = 0, n = 1, 2,.... 
Then (34) implies that P( U,) P(F) y= 0, for every n = 1,2,.... The 
o-additivity of P and the fact that U, T Q then imply that P(F) y = 0. This is 
a contradiction and hence the lemma is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that B is the range of a closed, equicontinuous 
spectral measure P: JH + L(X) and x E X is such that C, = I. Let TEL(X) 
be an operator which leaves invariant every closed, 9Sinvariant subspace of 
X. Then TE (49). 
Proof Let f be a Px-integrable function such that B[x] c D(P(f)) 
and P( f ) z = Tz, for every z E ,%?[x] (cf. Proposition 2.3). If y E D(P(f )), 
then it follows from Proposition 2.3 that there exists an J-measurable 
function g such that y E D(P( g)) and P(g) y = Ty. Then Lemma 3.2 implies 
that Ty = P( f ) y. Accordingly, P( f ) z = Tz for every z E D(P( f )). 
Let t E X. The inclusion P(n[ f l)(X) c D(P( f )), which is valid for each 
n = 1, 2,..., shows that P(n[ f 1) 5 e D(P( f )), for each n = 1,2,.... Since 
P(f)P(n[fl)=P(f"), n=l,2,... 
(cf. proof of Proposition 2.3), it follows that TP(n[ f 1) 5 = P( f ") r, for 
every n = 1, 2,.... Since n[ f ] t Q, the continuity of T implies that 
Tc = lim P( f”) t. 
“da, 
This shows that P( f") -+ T in L(X) as n + cc. It follows from 
Proposition 1.5 that TE (22). 
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It is clear that the reflexivity theorem follows immediately from 
Proposition 3.3 in the case when the Boolean algebra is the range of a 
closed, equicontinuous spectral measure and there exists an element in X 
whose carrier projection is the identity operator. 
We proceed to show that these conditions can be relaxed. First it is 
shown that the requirement hat there exists a vector x such that C, = I 
can be omitted. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 28 be the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral 
measure P: A --f L(X). Let TEL(X) be an operator which leaves invariant 
every closed, &l-invariant subspace of X. Then for each x E X, the operator 
TC, is an element of (934). 
Proof Let Y = C,(X). Then Y is a closed, P-invariant subspace con- 
taining a[~]. Let gy= (Bl r; BE .?%}. Then 9?r is precisely the range of the 
equicontinuous spectral measure P, in L(Y) (cf. Section 1 for the 
notation). Proposition 1.6 implies that Py is a closed measure. Accordingly, 
9r is an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra which is a closed 
set in L(Y). Since the carrier projection of x E Y with respect to gy is the 
identity operator on Y and the operator T,= TI y leaves invariant every 
closed, Brinvariant subspace of Y, it follows from Proposition 3.3 applied 
to gr that TIE (a,). Then Proposition 1.5 implies that there exists a 
PJntegrable function f on 52 such that 
T,= fdP,. 
5 R 
Let E E JZ be any set such that C, = P(E). Fix 5 E X and 5’ E X’. Then 
P(E) <E Y. If 5; denotes the restriction to Y of c’, then it follows that the 
measures 
ml: FI+ FxEd(pt, 5’>, s FEJH, 
and 
are equal. Since f is m,-integrable it is also m,-integrable. That is, fXE is 
(PC, r’)-integrable. Furthermore, it follows from the identity 
Tc,l= TW) 5 = T,P(E) 5 = JQf dP,P(E) t, 
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and the equality of the measures m, and m2, that 
<TC,4[> 5’) = [ f d<P,PW 5,5;> = !*,fX,d(P5,5’>. (36) 
n 
Since 5 and r’ are arbitrary, Proposition 1.2 implies thatfx, is P-integrable 
and TC,= P(fxE) (cf. (36)). It follows from Proposition 1.5 that 
TC, E (S#‘>. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that &9 is the range of a closed, equicontinuous 
spectral measure. Let TEL(X) be an operator which leaves invariant every 
closed, g-invariant subspace of X. Then TE (a’>. 
Proof. By Zorn’s lemma there exists a maximal family {C,; a E: A > of 
disjoint carrier projections in J# such that v .C, = I. By Lemma 3.4 each 
operator T, = TC,, a E A, belongs to (9Z). Furthermore, T, = T, C, and 
T,x = TX, x E C,(X), 
for each a E A. For any finite subset F of A, define operators C,= z’oleFCcr 
and TF=.ZCaEF T,. Then it follows from the identities TC,= Tr, valid for 
every finite subset F of A, the continuity of T and the fact that CF --f F Z in 
L(X) [ 13, Proposition 1.33, that TF-tF T in L(X). Since the operator TF 
clearly belongs to (a’>, for each finite subset F of A, it follows that the 
limit TE (9). 
It is clear from Proposition 3.5 that the reflexivity theorem holds 
whenever &? is the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure in 
L(X). Suppose now that a is merely a strongly equicontinuous Boolean 
algebra in L(X). That is, B, --) 0 in L(X) whenever B,, n = 1, 2,..., are 
mutually disjoint elements of 98. Let .$l denote the closure of ?+9 in L(X). 
Then clearly (.%? ) = (3). Furthermore, if an operator TE L(X) leaves 
invariant every closed, B-invariant subspace of X, then T leaves invariant 
every closed, a-invariant subspace of X. Accordingly, the reflexivity 
theorem (Theorem 3.1) follows immediately from the following 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let 28 be a strongly equicontinuous Boolean algebra in 
L(X). Then .@ is the range of a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. 
ProoJ Realize 98 as the range of a finitely additive, multiplicative 
measure p on the algebra R of closed-open sets of a compact, totally dis- 
connected Hausdorff space Q. It follows from the compactness of Q and the 
fact that members of R are closed-open that p is actually o-additive on R. 
Fix x E X. Whenever E, E R, n = 1,2 ,..., are pairwise disjoint, the projec- 
tions p(E,), n = 1, 2 ,..., are pairwise disjoint in 99 and hence &E,) x + 0 in 
X, by strong equicontinuity of 99. Accordingly, by the Theorem of Exten- 
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sion (ix) in [4], the X-valued set function p(. ) x has a unique extension to 
a o-additive measure m, on the a-algebra, R,, generated by R. For each 
E E R,, define a map P(E): X + X by 
P(E):xwm,(E), XEX. 
Then P(E)=&E), for each EER. 
Let A? denote the family of those sets E in R, such that P(E) is a con- 
tinuous projection operator and belongs to a. Certainly R s A. Let 
{E,,},“= r E A? be a monotone sequence with limit E. For each XEX, the 
a-additivity of m, implies that 
P(E) x= lim m,(E,) = lim P(E,)x. n--r02 n-m 
Hence, P(E) is clearly linear and furthermore is continuous, being the 
pointwise limit of the equicontinuous sequence P(E,), n = 1,2,... (as B is 
equicontinuous). Since a is closed it also follows that P(E) E g. Further- 
more, being the strong limit of an equicontinuous net of projections, the 
operator P(E) is necessarily a projection. Hence, E E 4. This shows that 
A! is a monotone class containing R and so is equal to R,. 
The projection-valued measure P: R, *L(X) thus defined is actually 
multiplicative. That is, 
P(EnF)=P(E)P(F), (37) 
for each EE R, and FE R,. To see this, it is clear that (37) holds whenever 
E, FE R. Let EE R. Denote by AI the system of all sets FE R, such that 
(37) is valid. Clearly R c ~6’~. Furthermore, the o-additivity of P implies 
that AI is a monotone class. Consequently AI = R,. Now let F be an 
arbitrary element of R,. Denote by A& the system of all sets EE R, such 
that (37) is valid. Since R G A$ and AZ is a monotone class it follows that 
R,=u&--. 
Hence, P is an equicontinuous spectral measure with range in .&! Since 
99 G {P(E); E E R,}, it follows that the closure in L(X) of the range of P is 
equal to g and hence that a is an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean 
algebra in L(X) [13, Proposition 3.171. Then a is the range of an equicon- 
tinuous spectral measure defined on the Bore1 sets of the Stone space of d. 
Since this spectral measure has closed range in L(X), it is a closed measure 
[ 11, Proposition 31. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section we present some results which, although not directly 
related to the reflexivity theorem, are nevertheless in the spirit of the 
methods used in this paper and are of independent interest, often being 
useful extensions of known results in Banach spaces. 
It is clear from Proposition 3.5 and the remarks prior to Proposition 3.6 
that the reflexivity theorem is valid for any Boolean algebra a such that 9 
is an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra. Strong equicon- 
tinuity of W is a sufficient condition guaranteeing that this is so. If the 
underlying space X has additional properties, then it is often possible to 
relax the strong equicontinuity requirement or to replace it by an alter- 
native condition. 
A locally convex space X is said to have the B-P property if every 
sequence { xn}FG, of its elements, such that { (x,, x’ ) },“= 1 is absolutely 
summable for each x’ E X’, is itself summable with the sum belonging to X. 
Weakly sequentially complete spaces (reflexive spaces in particular) have 
the B-P property. According to a theorem of Ju. B. Tumarkin [12], 
generalizing the well-known result of C. Bessaga and A. A. Pelczynski, a 
space has the B-P property if and only if it does not contain an isomorphic 
copy of the space cO. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a be a Boolean algebra in L(X). Each of the 
following conditions is sufficient to guarantee that B is an equicontinuous, 
Bade complete Boolean algebra. 
(i) The space X has the B-P property and a is equicontinuous. 
(ii) The space L(X) is quasi-complete and 93 is an equicontinuous, 
relatively weakly compact subset of L(X). 
(iii) The space X is barrelled and 93 is a relatively weakly compact 
subset of L(X). 
Proof of (i) is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.6, where in place of 
[4, Theorem of Extension (ix)] we use the Theorem of Extension (iv), 
which is permissible as X has the B-P property. 
(ii) As in the proof of Proposition 3.6 it can be shown that there is a 
multiplicative, a-additive measure P defined on an algebra of sets, whose 
range is precisely L.R By the Theorem of Extension (ii) in [4], applied 
directly to the measure ij with values in the space L(X), it follows that p 
has a o-additive extension defined on the generated o-algebra. The proof 
can then be completed as in the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
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(iii) Since X is barrelled it follows that L(X) is quasi-complete and 
that subsets of L(X) are equicontinuous if and only if they are bounded. 
Accordingly, 9# is equicontinuous and the result follows from part (ii). 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Let 9J be a Boolean algebra in L(X) satisfying any 
one of the conditions (ib(iii) of Proposition 4.1. Then an element of L(X) 
belongs to (g> tf and only tf it leaves invariant every closed, g-invariant 
subspace of X. 
The above result is an extension of a well-known theorem, formulated 
for weakly sequentially complete Banach spaces, by Bade [3, p. 2214, 
Theorem IS]. 
Although it was not needed, it might be interesting to note the following 
PROPOSITION 4.2. An equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra in 
L(X) is a complete subset of L(X). In particular, it is a closed subset of L(X). 
Proof follows immediately from the remarks made at the beginning of 
Section 2. 
A simple consequence of Proposition 4.2 and [ 13, Proposition 3.171 is 
the following result, well known for Banach spaces [ 1, Theorem 4.51. 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. An equicontinuous, Bade u-complete Boolean algebra 
in L(X) is a Bade complete Boolean algebra tf and only tf it is a closed subset 
0fw-)~ 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. An equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra in 
L(X) contains every projection in the weakly closed algebra it generates in 
L(X). 
Proof Let a be an equicontinuous, Bade complete Boolean algebra in 
L(X) and Q E L(X) be a projection operator belonging to (g ). Let P be 
an L(X)-valued, closed, equicontinuous spectral measure whose range is 9. 
Proposition 1.5 implies that there is a P-integrable function f such that 
Q = P( f ). Since Q’= Q, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that P( f .f) = P( f ). 
That is, the function g = f. f -f is P-null. Accordingly, the set 
E= {w;g(w)#O} is P-null. Since SZ\E is the disjoint union of the sets 
EO = {w; f (w) = 0} and E, = {w; f (w) = 1 }, and E is a P-null set, it follows 
from the identity 
Q=P(f )=P(f KW)+P(Eo)+W,)I 
that Q= P(f) P(E,)=P(E,). Hence, QE (99). 
It was shown by Walsh (cf. proof of Corollary 4.7 in [ 131) that if X is a 
separable Frtchet space, then a Boolean algebra in L(X) is Bade complete 
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if and only if it is Bade e-complete. We give an alternative proof of this 
fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X be a separable Frechet space. Then a Boolean 
algebra in L(X) is Bade complete if and only if it is Bade a-complete. 
Proof. Since a Bade a-complete Boolean algebra in L(X) is necessarily 
equicontinuous [ 13, Proposition 1.23, it suffices to show that any spectral 
measure P: M + L(X) is a closed measure (cf. Corollary 4.2.1). 
Let {xn; n = 1,2 ,... } be a countable dense set in X. For each n = 1,2 ,..., 
there is a finite positive measure ;1,, on ./Z such that P(E) x, = 0 whenever 
i,(E) = 0 [7, II Corollary 1.21. Let CI, > 0, n = 1,2 ,..., be a sequence of 
numbers such that the measure ;1= Z;= i a,& is finite. Then it follows from 
the density of the set (x,; n = 1,2,...} in X that P(E) = 0 for each d-null set 
E of A. Accordingly, P is a closed measure [7, IV Theorem 7.31. 
Finally, we prove a result which is an extension of a well-known theorem 
due to Bade [ 1, Theorem 3.21 concerning the equivalence of weak and 
strong operator convergence for certain families of projection operators. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let &i be an equicontinuous Boolean algebra in L(X) 
such that g is a Bade complete Boolean algebra. If a net of elements in 99 
converges weakly to a projection, then it converges to that projection in L(X). 
Proof Let {B,} E 98 be a net which is weakly convergent o a projec- 
tion B. It must be shown that B, --f B in L(X). By Corollary 4.2.2, B is in 8 
and so, writing B - B, = B(B - B,) - (I- B) B,, it may be assumed that 
B = 0. So assume that B, -+’ 0 weakly, with B, E g for each a. 
Let P: A + L(X) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure whose 
range is precisely a. Then the topology of X can be specified by a family of 
continuous seminorms Q which satisfy certain compatibility conditions 
with respect to P (cf. [ 13, p. 304-J). In particular, if f is a bounded, 
A-measurable function, then 
dP(f)x)< llfll, 4(x), XEX, (38) 
for each qE Q (cf. proof of Proposition 2.4 in [ 131). Furthermore, each of 
the closed subspaces q- ‘( (0) ), q E Q, is invariant for the operator P( f ). 
Let q E Q. Denote by X, the quotient space of X modulo the closed sub- 
space q- ‘( { Of). The image of an element x E X, under the natural inclusion 
of X into X4, is denoted by [xl,. The space X, is a normed space with 
respect o the norm 
II cx1,11 =4(x), CXl,~Xq. 
Its completion with respect o this norm is denoted by 8,. 
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If EEM, then q-‘((0)) is an invariant subspace for P(E) and hence 
there is induced a linear operator P,(E): X, -+ X,, given by 
~,WCxl, = CW) xlq, L-Xl,~x7. (39) 
It is clear from (38) that the operator P,(E) is continuous with norm not 
exceeding one. Hence, each of the induced operators P,(E), E E A, has a 
unique continuous extension to fq denoted by p&E). It is easily verified 
that the map P,: 4 + L(zq) given by 
&: Ed&E), EEA, 
is a spectral measure, with norms uniformly bounded by one. For each ~1, 
let E, be an element of A? such that P(E,) = B,. Using the equicontinuity 
of Pq. it is not difficult to see that p&E,) +a 0 weakly in L(fq) and con- 
sequently, it follows from [ 1, Theorem 3.21 that H&E,) -+ 0 in the strong 
operator topology. This fact trivially implies that the {B,} converge to 0 in 
L(X). 
COROLLARY 4.4.1. Let ?2J he a Boolean algebra in L(X) which is strongly 
equicontinuous or satisfies any one of the conditions (i)-(iii) of 
Proposition 4.1. Zf a net of projections in g converges weakly to a projection, 
then it converges trongly. 
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